Online teaching is tremendously time intensive. Here are some of the online teaching problems that make major demands on faculty time: Students struggle with internet connections and need individual help with material they cannot access in a timely way. Students submit work via Blackboard, their submission bounces back from BB and they miss the deadline for submission or are unable to retrieve the work at all. The instructor has to evaluate this student's performance in the course and figure out how to help the student catch up at that point. Students have a question that would take a minute to resolve in person but instead takes a lengthy email exchange to resolve. Students submit work through emails, and the instructor is unable to open the attachment, necessitating consultation with tech support to resolve. The same for students who have problems accessing online resources provided by textbooks being used in the course. Students who do not function well in the looser framework of online learning need more support and revised versions of exams and assignments in order to try to catch up on missed work. Phone calls to students who need counseling or for going over a student's work get interrupted because of events going on in the student's home, and a new telephone appointment has to be made.